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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE
This guide covers the steps for installing a new Security Module (SM). The new module adds additional security to the mainboard to dispenser communications path. These procedures include a list of all tools and hardware necessary for the replacement as well as the steps involved.

SCOPE
These procedures apply to all VERIFIED TRITON TRAINED service personnel involved in the process of maintaining or converting Triton ATMs.

APPLICATION
This conversion kit applies to the Traverse model ATM. If you have any questions contact Triton Technical Support.

NOTES

SOFTWARE DEPENDENCY
It is unlikely but possible that your unit will not recognize the new Security Module with your current software. Please visit the Triton web site (http://www.Triton.com) for the latest version, or contact Triton Technical Support.

UNIT CONFIGURATIONS
Due to production, rehab, update, or repair differences, your unit may vary in hardware, or, cable color, length, and routing, as compared to the examples given. These instructions are representative of the upgrade for each type of unit. Your units appearance may vary.

TOOLS
The use of magnetic implements may be helpful in the removal and replacement of some hardware.

KITS
Due to the versatility of the kit, there will be parts that are not used in your particular unit.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
It may be beneficial to assemble the Security Module, cables and bracket into a completed assembly before going to your particular site.